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TRIMMER FR192VG

€291,83 (excl. VAT)

Lightweight trimmer with a powerful motor, suitable for a wide range of applications. Can be used for
straight or round grooving, profiling on wood or laminate and milling out small templates (e.g. for placing

hinges). The machine can be converted into a small router without additional accessories.

Standard delivery with a combined tungsten carbide bevel cutter. Equipped with a transparent hood for
dust extraction. In addition to the electronic speed control, the FR192VG has a control system that

maintains the speed. In this way, a constant speed is always guaranteed, regardless of the effort of the
machine.

SKU: VIR-FR192VG
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

Lightweight trimmer with a powerful motor, suitable for a wide range of applications. Thanks to its comfortable
operation and high efficiency, this trimmer delivers excellent quality. Suitable for profiling on wood as well as on
all types of laminate. The FR192VG trimmer is also ideal for milling out small templates with great precision. For

example, quickly and easily make recesses to fit hinges using the special Virutex templates. Finally, you can
also easily mill round or straight grooves using the standard deliverd accessories.

Precise and simple height adjustment by means of a rotary knob. The machine can be converted into a small
router without additional accessories. Standard delivery with a combined tungsten carbide bevel cutter. Thanks
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to the powerful motor, you can optionally also do rabbeting work on your windows or doors. Equipped with a
transparent hood for dust extraction. In addition to the electronic speed control, the FR192VG has a control

system that maintains the speed. In this way, a constant speed is always guaranteed, regardless of the effort of
the machine.

 

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Trimmer
Multiple applications
For wood or laminate

Powerful motor (1000W)
Grooving, profiling, routing templates

Electronic speed control & enforcement

DESCRIPTION

Lightweight trimmer with a powerful motor, suitable for a wide range of applications. Thanks to its comfortable
operation and high efficiency, this trimmer delivers excellent quality. Suitable for profiling on wood as well as on
all types of laminate. The FR192VG trimmer is also ideal for milling out small templates with great precision. For

example, quickly and easily make recesses to fit hinges using the special Virutex templates. Finally, you can
also easily mill round or straight grooves using the standard deliverd accessories. Precise and simple height
adjustment by means of a rotary knob. The machine can be converted into a small router without additional

accessories. Standard delivery with a combined tungsten carbide bevel cutter. Thanks to the powerful motor,
you can optionally also do rabbeting work on your windows or doors. Equipped with a transparent hood for dust

extraction. In addition to the electronic speed control, the FR192VG has a control system that maintains the
speed. In this way, a constant speed is always guaranteed, regardless of the effort of the machine.  

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Weight 1,8 kg

Input Power 1000W

Max. diameter router bit 25mm

No-load speed 14000-30000rpm

Collet 6mm


